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Abstract. The necessity to management the computer security of an institution 
implies an evaluation phase and the most common method to carry out this 
evaluation it consists on the use of a set of metrics. As any system of 
information needs of an authentication mechanism being the most used one 
those based on password, in this article we propose a set of metric of password  
management policies based on the most outstanding factors in this 
authentication mechanism. Together with the metrics, we propose a quality 
indicator derived from these metrics that allows us to have a global vision of the 
quality of the password management policy used and a complete example of 
calculation of the proposed metric. Finally, we will indicate the future works to 
be performed to check the validity and usefulness of the proposed metrics. 
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1   Introduction 

Information and its support processes together with systems and nets are important 
resources for any organization. These resources are continuously subjected to risks 
and insecurities coming from a great variety of sources, where there are threats based 
on malicious code, programming errors, human errors, sabotages or fires. 

This concern has encouraged many organizations and researchers to propose 
several metrics to evaluate security of their information systems. In general, there is a 
consensus regarding the fact that choosing these metrics depends on the concrete 
security need of each organization. The majority of performed proposals put forward 
methods to choose these metrics [1, 4, 19, 22, 26, 27]. In addition, sometimes, it is 
suggested the need of developing specific methodologies for each organization [7]. 

In any proposal, the need is to quantify the different security aspects to be able to 
understand, control, and improve confidence in the information system.  

If an organization does not use security metrics for its decision making process, the 
choices will be motivated by subjective aspects, external pressures and even purely 
commercial motivations. 

With the purpose of systematizing all these proposals, we have developed a 
classification outline of security metrics [29] where the proposed metrics in the 
existing literature have been included. In our work, we will conclude that the majority 
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of proposed metrics are general. This class of metrics only measure generic actions 
related to security and in an indirect way, specific objectives such as confidentiality, 
integrity and availability.  

1.1   Authentication Systems 

The use of an authentication system requires the integration of multiple elements; 
depending on the used techniques, it is necessary to use cryptography, medicine, 
psychology, systems analysis and protocol design. All authentication systems are 
designed to assure the identity of a participant to other participant and this process 
requires that the first participant demonstrates his identity according to any kind of 
information (knowledge evidence, possession evidence, and biological evidence). 
This authentication evidence can be a word or a password as it is used in the majority 
of operating systems and applications (knowledge evidence), a cryptographic card 
(possession evidence) or any biological characteristic of the individual to be 
authenticated and that is measured through a biometric device (biological evidence).  

Historically, the use of a mechanism based on passwords has been the most used 
method. The importance of this authentication mechanism has led to the elaboration 
of rules and recommendations of multiple levels [11, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21]. The fact that  
this method is very easy to use in all systems together with its low cost has motivated 
this acceptation [18]. Deficiencies of this method have been widely studied and 
measures have been proposed to limit these disadvantages [2, 9, 23]. In some designs, 
the main disadvantages are linked to the necessary confidence in users when dealing 
with passwords while in other occasions, these disadvantages are motivated by 
designs that assumed a secure environment (such as, intranets) and that have been 
used in other environments (for example, the Internet) [10]. 

All these problems should indicate that passwords are a mechanism to be replaced 
but the users’ acceptation of their use, their low cost together with the complexity and 
costs of the alternative methods guarantee their short and medium term continuance. 

In this paper, we will propose metrics and indicators related to the password 
management policy due to the lack of specific proposals in special relevant areas in 
information system security. 

In section 2, we will propose password management policy metrics justifying why 
they are necessary and classifying the proposed set according to several criteria. In 
section 3, we will put forward a classification according to levels of password 
management policies that allow organizations to know their current situation, to 
propose the relevant improvement and to relate comparisons between different 
institutions to know the best practices. Finally, we will present some of the obtained 
conclusions and a proposal of future work in this field. 

2   Proposal of Password Management Metrics 

The methodology used to derive the password management metrics has consisted on a 
study of all the factors that intervene in the password management. For this purpose, it 
has been gathered of the existent literature these factors [2,3,9,13,18,20,21]. These 
metrics do not try to cover the whole problem but to capture the most representative 
problems. In this hypothesis, it is not included the use of passwords for the authentication 
between processes or hosts. On the contrary, it is only studied the participation of a 
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person as an entity to be authenticated.  Multifactor authentication systems where one of 
the authentication mechanisms is a password are not included either.  

The definition of these metrics will be performed by defining the following 
aspects: 

• Name: Representative name of the metric. 
• Description of the metric: Generally, it describes the name of the metric by 

indicating the method to calculate values.  
• Life cycle phase: For a better understandability and analysis of measures, metrics 

are classified according to their role within the life cycle of passwords. 
• General: Those metrics that could be in two or more phases are included. 
• Assignment: All metrics related to the assigning of initial identificators and 

passwords to the users are included. 
• Storage: It contemplates the problem of storing passwords by the system. 
• Transmission: It includes the metrics related to the authentication protocols 

used by the user or the communication of the password to the user by the 
authentication system. 

• Use: Metrics that measure the way of use of the password by the user. 
• Renewal: Area of metrics related to the password modification. 

• Scale: Set of values associated of this metric. 
• Multivalue: Some of this metrics are susceptible of having several simultaneous 

measures. With this attribute it is indicated if the metric can have or not several 
simultaneous measures. 

The names, description of the metrics, life cycle phase and multivalue that we have 
considered are as follows: 

Table 1. Password management metrics 

Name Description Phase Mult. 
Users Training Type of training received by users for dealing with 

and selecting, if it is the case, passwords. 
General Yes 

Group Password Existence of passwords used by a group of users or 
passwords necessary to access to resources that do 
not have an access control mechanism separated 
from the authentication mechanism. 

General No 

Action Register Type of register used by the information system to 
monitor the actions related to the password 
management. 

General Yes 

Alphabet Size Number of characters of the alphabet used for the 
creation of passwords valid in the system. Assignment No 

Number of Different 
Classes Demanded 

Number of classes which the alphabet is divided into 
and that are required to determine a valid password. 

Assignment No 

Minimum Length Number of minimum characters required for a valid 
password. 

Assignment No 

Source Selection Set of agents that can be used to choose a password. Assignment No 
Selection Restriction Set of restrictions that avoid that the selection source 

uses a password easy to be found out by third parties. 
Assignment Yes 

User Identificator Class Type of user identificator used by the system. Assignment No 
Predefined Users Treatment that predefined users receive from the 

system. 
Assignment Yes 
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Table 1. (continued) 

Storage Class Way of passwords storage in the authentication 
system. 

Storage Yes 

Initial Communication Method of communication of the initial password or 
a  re-assignation of the user by the authentication 
system. 

Transmission Yes 

Net Transmission Mechanism of transmission used by the 
authentication protocol for the confidentiality and 
integrity of password. 

Transmission No 

Input Visualization Method used by the system for the visualization of 
the password when it is required to the user. 

Use No 

Maximum Number of 
Erroneous Attempts 

Maximum number of failed attempts before the 
authentication system makes a defense operation 
because of the risk of identity usurpation by a third 
party. 

Use No 

Information about Use Group of mechanisms used by the authentication 
system to inform the user about the authentications 
performed in the past. 

Use No 

Authentication Period Maximum time after which the access control asks 
for a user re-authentication. 

Use No 

Block by User 
Cancellation 

Procedures used to guarantee that users that were 
legitimate in the past, are avoided to access the 
system. 

Renewal No 

Minimum Life Time Minimum life time of a valid password. Renewal No 
Maximum Life Time Maximum life time of a valid password. When this 

time goes by, the user is forced to change the 
password. 

Renewal No 

Record Length  Number of valid passwords used by the user in the 
past and that the system does not allow to reuse. 

Renewal No 

Password Reassigning Procedure used to reactivate the credential of a user 
that does not remember his password. 

Renewal No 

3   Indicator of Level of Security in the Password Management 

The definition of a set of metrics is not enough for an organization to be able to use 
them to manage the necessary changes in the field of those metrics. It is necessary to 
have information about the way of use and the impact of the values of the metrics on 
the system management. 

With this objective, we have proposed some pre-established values for each metric 
that facilitates its use. Except for some of them, these values are ordered according to 
a hierarchy, starting by a minimum value to a maximum one, passing through 
intermediate values in the majority of metrics. When an organization has a superior 
value in each metric, it will have a higher confidence in its authentication system. 

As a general principle of computer security, it is not generally adequate to increase 
the values in some metrics without a generalized increase in all of them. Taking this 
principle as an objective, it is proposed an indicator of quality of password management 
policy based on five levels. This proposal is based on the usefulness shown in the 
maturity models and in the metrics management programmes [5, 6, 8, 26]. 

These levels are structured from a minimum level (level 1) to a maximum level 
(level 5). The values required in each metric are defined in each level. In some of 
these metrics, it is also defined a recommended value for each level. These 
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recommendations have the purpose of providing the indicator with flexibility, making 
it possible to define the required values at the lowest possible measure in each level. 

When a metric has several values demanded in a level, this indicates that all those 
values should be had to consider that level has been reached. When in a metric it is 
demanded the same values in several levels, it is considered that the metric is in the 
higher level.   

Anyway, the character of having recommended in a value of a metric does not  
have influence in its level and only has meaning for the calculation of the value of the 
indicator of quality of password management like it is described later on this section. 
Finally, the value '+' it indicates that the value of that metric in that level is overcome 
because this metric have a bigger value that the one demanded or recommended for 
that level. Table 2 shows our analysis for each metric, considering the above-
mentioned levels. 

Table 2. Values of metric and associate level 

Users Training (Multivalue) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
No Training Oblig.1     
Information when the user registration is made  Rec.2 Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Compulsory course Rec.  Rec.  Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 
Periodic course +3 + + Rec. Oblig. 

Group Password Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Existence of group passwords or access to resources 
passwords 

Oblig.     

Unique existence of a group of administrators + Oblig. Oblig.   
There are not group passwords + + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 

Action Register (Multivalue) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
No action register Oblig.     
Registration register + Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Renewal and cancellation register + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Block and re-assignation register + Rec. Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 

Alphabet Size Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Less than or equal to ten characters Oblig.     
Between eleven and twenty-five characters + Oblig.    
Between twenty-six and fifty characters + Rec. Oblig.   
Between fifty-one and seventy-five characters + + Rec. Oblig.  
More than seventy-five characters + + Rec. Rec. Oblig. 

Number of Different Classes demanded Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
One Oblig.     
Two + Oblig.    
Three + + Oblig. Oblig.  
Four or more + + + Rec. Oblig. 

Minimum Length Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Less than or equal to four characters Oblig.     
Between five and eight characters + Oblig.    
Between nine and twelve characters + + Oblig.   
Between thirteen and sixteen characters + + + Oblig.  
Greater than sixteen characters + + + + Oblig. 

                                                           
1 Oblig. Obligatory value. 
2 Rec.: Recommended value. 
3 +: Overcome value in this level. 
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Table 2. (continued) 

Source Selection Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
User Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
System + + + Rec. Rec. 

Selection Restriction (Multivalue) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
No restriction      
User information Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Keys combinations + Rec. Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 
Dictionary password + + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 
Variations of the previous ones + + + Rec. Oblig. 

User Identificator Class Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Public identificator Oblig. Oblig. Oblig.   
Semi-public identificator + + Rec. Oblig.  
Private identificator + + + Rec. Oblig. 

Predefined Users (Multivalue) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
No change      
Password change Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Identificator change + + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 

Storage Class (Multivalue) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Clear storage      
Irreversible storage Oblig. Oblig. Rec. Rec. Rec. 
Encrypted storage + + Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 

Initial Communication (Multivalue) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Non-secure transmission Oblig.     
Transmission with compulsory change of password + Oblig. Oblig. Rec. Rec. 
Secure transmission + + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 

Net Transmission Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Clear transmission      
Use of a challenge-response protocol Oblig. Oblig. Oblig.   
Encrypted transmission + + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 

Input Visualization Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Clear visualization      
Visualization of number of characters Oblig. Oblig. Oblig.   
No visualization + + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 
Maximum Number of Erroneous Authentication 

Attempts 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

No limit Oblig.     
Between eleven and fifty attempts Rec. Oblig.    
Between four and ten attempts + Rec. Oblig. Oblig.  
Less than or equal to three attempts + + + Rec. Oblig. 

Information about Use Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
No information Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Information about the last use + + Rec. Rec. Rec. 

Authentication Period Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Work session Oblig. Oblig.    
Maximum of fifteen minutes inactivity + + Oblig. Oblig.  
Maximum of five minutes inactivity + + + Rec. Oblig. 

Block by User Cancellation Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Without an established method Oblig.     
Periodic elimination (maximum of six months period) Rec. Oblig. Oblig.   
Time limit established during registration + + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 

Minimum Life Time Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
There is not minimum life time Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig.  
There is a minimum life time (equal to or greater 
than 1 day) 

+ + Rec. Rec. Oblig. 
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Table 2. (continued) 

Maximum Life Time Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Greater than twelve months Oblig.     
Lower than or equal to twelve months + Oblig.    
Lower than or equal to six months + + Oblig. Oblig.  
Lower than or equal to three months + + + Rec. Oblig. 

Record Length Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
One Oblig.     
Lower than or equal to three + Oblig.    
Lower than or equal to ten + + Oblig.   
Lower than or equal to twenty-five + + + Oblig.  
Greater than twenty-five + + + + Oblig. 

Password Reassigning Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
The previous password is reassigned Oblig.     
A new password is assigned Rec. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 

The calculation of the value of the indicator of quality of the password 
management policy requires them to be had as minimum the values of the metric ones 
with the requirement of obligatory, overcome or recommended. It is necessary to 
highlight that although the number of metric is twenty-two, the obtained values can be 
greater because several metric they can have several values simultaneously (for 
example, users training). The minimum number of values to reach the corresponding 
level is shown in the table 3. 

Table 3. Number of values in each level 

Level Minimum number 
1 22 
2 22 
3 23 
4 28 
5 30 

3.1   Application of Metrics 

In this section a concrete case of application of metric is detailed. The used system of 
information has the following characteristic: the new user is informed the password 
management policy and in the maximum term of one month he receives a formation 
session where aspects of computer security are included. The election of password 
carries out it the user with the following restrictions: 8 minimum characters of an 
alphabet with discrimination between uppercase and lowercase and with a mixture of 
digits. In the communication of the initial password to the user puts under an 
obligation to this to a change of password and these they are stored encrypted and 
using a dispersion function to be irreversible. These characteristics together with 
others that are deduced from the table 4 allow us to obtain the following values for the 
metric. 
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Table 4. Values of each metric in the example 

Metric: Value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Users Training: Information when the user 
registration is made  

Rec. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 

Users Training: Compulsory course Rec.  Rec.  Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 
Group Password: Unique existence of a group of 
administrators 

+ Oblig. Oblig.   

Action Register : Registration register + Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Alphabet Size : More than seventy-five characters + + Rec. Rec. Oblig. 
Number of Different Classes demanded: Two + Oblig.    
Minimum Length: Between five and eight 
characters 

+ Oblig.    

Source Selection: User Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Selection Restriction: User information Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
User Identificator Class: Public identificator Oblig. Oblig. Oblig.   
Predefined Users: Password change Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Storage Class: Irreversible storage Oblig. Oblig. Rec. Rec. Rec. 
Storage Class: Encrypted storage + + Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Initial Communication: Transmission with 
compulsory change of password 

+ Oblig. Oblig. Rec. Rec. 

Net Transmission: Encrypted transmission + + Rec. Oblig. Oblig. 
Input Visualization: Visualization of number of 
characters 

Oblig. Oblig. Oblig.   

Maximum Number of Erroneous Authentication 
Attempts: Between eleven and fifty attempts 

Rec. Oblig.    

Information about Use: No information Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 
Authentication Period: Work session Oblig. Oblig.    
Block by User Cancellation: Periodic elimination 
(maximum of six months period) 

Rec. Oblig. Oblig.   

Minimum Life Time: There is not minimum life 
time 

Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig.  

Maximum Life Time: Lower than or equal to 
twelve months 

+ Oblig.    

Record Length: Lower than or equal to ten + + Oblig.   
Password Reassigning: A new password is 
assigned 

Rec. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. Oblig. 

With these measures the table 5 is obtained with a summary for level and for the 
obligatory, recommended or overcome character of each metric. 

The table 4 shows that the used password management policy has the levels 1 and 
2 because has all the required values. However, to obtain the level 3 he has to 
improve in four metrics: number of different classes demanded, minimum length, 
 

Table 5. Values for level in the example 

Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Obligatory value 9 18 16 13 12 
Recommended value 4 2 4 3 2 
Overcome value 11 4    
Total of values 24 24 20 16 13 
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authentication period and maximum life time. Finally, to reach the level 4 he needs to 
improve in eight metrics and for the level 5 in ten metrics. 

4   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this work, we have proposed a set of metric and an indicator of level of security in 
password management policy that they complete the objective of evaluating the 
authentication process through passwords. 

We have proposed twenty-two metrics grouped into six areas covering the whole 
cycle of password management. Due to the diversity of these metrics, where some of 
them have a potentially infinite value range (for instance, password length) and others 
have a very limited value range (for instance, password reassignation), the definition 
of metrics includes a limited set of values that simplifies the process of obtaining 
measures and the use of metrics for decision making. 

As a method of global valuation of the password management policy, it is proposed 
an indicator of quality whose range of values is formed by five levels. This indicator 
makes it possible to inform, in a single and comprehensible way, all actors involved 
in the organization security about the level of quality reached in an information 
system. 

It is included one application example, a supposition where the level of each metric 
one is obtained together with the indicator of level of security of the whole group of 
metric. In this supposition we show the simplicity in the orientation to the manager to 
direct their future actions. 

This proposal is made within the framework of a wider project of metrics 
definition that studies all security general areas. Nevertheless, in the area of 
identification and authentication, it is necessary to extend these metrics to the 
exploitation of the information system to complete the password management system. 

Furthermore, the majority of organizations have a diversity of information systems 
with different requirements as well as different authentication mechanisms. To obtain 
an overall vision, through a set of metrics, it is necessary to combine all this 
information in a coherent and useful way for the organization board of directors and 
technical staff. In this aspect, the proposed metrics must be completed with others 
taking into account these circumstances. 

Finally, we intend to be carried out like future works a study of the password 
management policy of a group of organizations selected to check the utility of the 
metric proposals, to validate the proposed group and to be a reference in best practices 
in this environment. 
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